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Power connector properties: 2,1 mm 
pin diameter, negative terminal at 
center of plug.
Power supply: 6 to 18 Volt DC
Current draw at 9V: 3.1 mA
Max power supply voltage: 18 Volt
Min Min power supply voltage: 6 Volt
Weight: 0.3 kg (0.66 lbs)
Dimensions (LxWxD): 125x65x57 mm
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Read this first!
Zeygot Fuzz Eye can amplify a guitar 
signal much. Make sure all control knobs 
are turned all the way to the left before 
connecting the pedal to an amplifieconnecting the pedal to an amplifier. Then 
adjust the knobs to obtain a suitable sound 
and volume.

Use Zeygot Fuzz Eye with Mascot 9V Use Zeygot Fuzz Eye with Mascot 9V 
power supply, which can be purchased 
with this pedal. If you are using a power 
supply with a different brand, make sure its 
voltage and its polarity is correct (specified 
below) and that it is intended for audio
purposes.



Thank you for using Zeygot’s Fuzz Eye! In order to describe the function of the 
Zeygot pedal, we will refer to image 1. Control knobs, switches and jacks are 
assigned numbers, 1 through 10, in the image. The list to the right gives a brief intro-
duction of what the knobs do and what function the jacks and switches have.  

Zeygot is powered with 9 V DC current. Connect the power supply to the pedal’s 
Current Jack, denoted by 1 in image 1. Make sure that it is a power supply that 
delivers Direct Current, “DC”. Also make sure that its polarity is correct: “center 
negative”. The negative pole shall be on the inside of the plug, that is the part of the 
plug that encloses the pin on the pedal’s current jack, when the plug is connected to 
it. Also make sure that it is intended for audio purposes. 
 
Connect a regular lead for electric guitars between your amplifier and the pedalConnect a regular lead for electric guitars between your amplifier and the pedal’s 
Output jack. The output jack is the jack that is to the left (refer to the view in image 1) 
and it is denoted by 3 in the image. 
 
Connect a lead between the pedal’s Input jack, denoted by 2 in image 1, and your 
instrument.

The foot switchThe foot switch “Bypass”, denoted by 4 in image 1, decides whether the signal is 
routed to the circuit of the pedal or passed the circuit. We call these two main modes 
of the pedal for Effects mode and Bypass respectively. Zeygot is furnished with True 
Bypass, which means that the pedal has no effect at all on the signal in Bypass. The 
pedal is also furnished with a Light Emitting Diode “LED”, which is on in Effects 
mode and off in Bypass. The LED is denoted by 10 in image 1.

Image 1. Control knobs, switches and
jacks are assigned numbers.

1.  Current jack
2.  Input jack
3.  Output jack
4.  Effect/Bypass switch
5.  Fuzz knob
6.  Volume knob
7.  Noise knob7.  Noise knob
8.  Noise LDR sensor
9.  Noise on/off switch
10. Effect on/off indicator  
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Zeygot has two modes of action in Effects mode and we call them Traditional and 
Feedback respectively. You decide which mode Zeygot shall be in by turning the Noise 
control knob, “Noise”, denoted by 7 in image 1. If Noise turned all the way to the left the 
pedal is in Traditional mode. If Noise is set at any other setting the Feedback mode is 
accessible. To activate the Feedback mode, press the Noise on/off footswitch, 
denoted by 9 in image 1, and expose the Noise sensor, denoted by 8 in image 1, to 
light.

In In Traditional mode Zeygot is a traditional silicon fuzz which you adjust with the Fuzz- 
and the Volume control knobs. It has LED on in effects mode and is has true bypass. 

The Fuzz knob, denoted by 5 in image 1, adjusts the circuit’s amplification and the 
degree of distortion at the same time. Both these properties increase when Fuzz is 
turned to the right. Fuzz also affects the character of the sound in Feedback: turning 
Fuzz to the right makes the Feedback effect more prominent.

The The Volume knob, denoted by 6 in image 1, adjusts the degree of attenuation: when 
turned all the way to the right it does not attenuate the signal at all. When turned all 
the way to the left it attenuates the signal 100% and the pedal is totally silent. Volume 
affects the volume only and has no other effect on the tone.

It is possible to adjust the bias of the Fuzz stage with an internal Trimmer. Adjusting 
the trimmer will alter the Fuzz sound. There is not a correct setting, rather let your 
ears decide which setting you prefer.  

The Noise knobThe Noise knob opens a feedback path in the circuit. If Noise is set at any setting other 
than all the way to the left, the pedal’s Feedback mode becomes accessible. Turned all 
the way to the right means that the circuit is very sensitive to feedback. A lower setting 
means that it is less sensitive. 

The amount of feedback is depending on the light flow to the light sensitive resistoThe amount of feedback is depending on the light flow to the light sensitive resistor, 
which we will call “Sensor” from now on. By covering the sensor or exposing it to light, 
you adjust the amount of Feedback or “noise” the circuit produces. If the Noise control 
knob is turned all the way to the right, the sensor needs very little or no light to make 
feedback. If Noise is set at a lower setting the sensor needs more light to make 
feedback. If Noise is turned all the way to the left, the feedback path is closed, the 
sensor is disabled and the pedal is in Traditional mode. If the pedal is used in a
completely dark room, is obviously not possible to vary the light flow to the sensocompletely dark room, is obviously not possible to vary the light flow to the sensor. 

Zeygot Fuzz Eye is designed by Albin Roslund and Moody Sounds. The pedal is built by hand in Moody 
Sounds workshop in Sweden. Every pedal has a unique serial number. If you have any questions about 
your pedal, please refer to this number when you contact Moody Sounds. Zeygot Fuzz Eye is also available 
as building kit. The kits are not assigned serial numbers.



Traditional. Broken and rough 
guitar tone. Slightly louder 
than Bypass level.

Traditional. Prominent guitar 
fuzz. Much louder than 
Bypass.

Feedback. Feedback. Guitar dist, both 
lead and rhythm. Expose 
sensor to 
increase volume, distortion 
and sustain. Slightly louder 
than Bypass.

Intensify selected notes from Intensify selected notes from 
your guitar solo to increase 
sustain, volume and add har-
monics to it, by pressing the 
noise on/off switch as the note 
is played. The sound goes 
back to normal when the 
switch is pressed again.switch is pressed again.

SUGGESTED SETTINGS

1. RHYTHM SOUND
Fuzz close to min. 
Noise at min.
Vol. at max.

2. RETRO LEAD GUI2. RETRO LEAD GUITAR 
SOUND
Fuzz close to max.  
Noise at min.
Vol. pass mid.

3. INTENSIFIED SOUND 
(LIGHT CONTROLLED) 
Fuzz passed mid.      Fuzz passed mid.      
Noise turned up a bit
Vol. below mid.
Light push on sensor

4. NOISE FUZZ LEAD 
SOUND (DARK ROOM) 
Fuzz close to max.
Noise close to max.Noise close to max.
Vol. below mid


